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Abstract 
Predicting how transcription factors (TFs) interpret regulatory sequences to control gene 
expression remains a major challenge. Past studies have primarily focused on native or 
engineered sequences, and thus remained limited in scale. Here, we use random 
sequences as an alternative, measuring the expression output of nearly 100 million 
synthetic yeast promoters comprised of random DNA. Random sequences yield a broad 
range of reproducible expression levels, indicating that the fortuitous binding sites in 
random DNA are functional. From this data we learn ‘billboard’ models of transcriptional 
regulation that explain 93% of expression variation of test data, recapitulate the 
organization of native chromatin in yeast, and help refine cis-regulatory motifs. 
Analyzing the residual variation, we uncover more complex regulatory mechanisms, such 
as strand, position, and helical face preferences of TFs. Such high-throughput regulatory 
assays of random DNA provide the large-scale data necessary to learn complex models of 
cis-regulatory logic.  
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Introduction 
Cis-regulatory logic, the process by which transcription factors (TFs) interpret regulatory 
DNA sequence to control gene expression levels, is a key component of gene regulation. 
Understanding cis-regulatory logic would allow us to predict how gene expression is 
affected by changes to cis-regulatory sequences or regulatory proteins. This is important 
for both our basic understanding of this fundamental process and for determining the 
impact of genetic variants affecting common human traits and complex disease, most of 
which reside in regulatory sequences (reviewed in (1)). 

Modeling cis-regulation is a long-standing challenge (reviewed in (2, 3)). In general, 
learning such a model requires a training set of cis-regulatory sequences and the 
expression levels associated with them. One approach has been to use natural sequences 
in the genome and the related gene expression profiles. Such quantitative and semi-
quantitative models relating DNA sequence to gene expression level have met with some 
success when learning on native sequences (4, 5). However, the rules learned often fail to 
generalize (5) and it is easy to overfit when limited to the sequences present in the 
genome, in part due to the few examples of regulatory sequences (e.g., the ~6,000 
promoters in yeast) and their evolutionary origins. An alternative is to measure the 
expression output by synthetic promoters using either designed sequences (6) or designed 
elements (randomly-arranged; (7)). Although models learned from such data met some 
success, they are limited by available technologies for DNA synthesis, which currently 
allow the creation of at most ~100,000 sequences. In contrast, the space of possible 
sequences or of combinatorial of TF-TF interactions is vast. For example, approximately 
107 sequences would be required to individually test all pairwise interactions between TF 
binding sites (TFBSs) with specific spacing and orientation constraints. Learning such 
complex regulatory rules could require far more sequences than exist in the genome or 
have previously been assayed (3), such that predictive models of expression level from 
sequence alone remained elusive. 
An alternative approach would be to use random DNA sequence. Past experiments have 
used random DNA as a cheap source of highly diverse sequences with which to study 
some aspects of gene regulation. In vitro selection (or SELEX) relies on the fact that 
high-affinity TFBSs are present by chance in random DNA to select oligonucleotides 
from a random pool that are bound by a protein of interest (8) and, in combination with 
high-throughput sequencing, can define the specificities (9) and affinities (10) of TFs. 
Random DNA has also been used to diversify regions of promoters (11) or peptide 
sequences (12), which can then be selected for function. More recently, random DNA has 
been used to explore translational regulation (13), and to determine that ~10% of random 
100 bp sequences could serve as promoters in bacteria (14), presumably due to fortuitous 
inclusion of regulatory elements recognized by the endogenous transcription machinery. 
Using massive numbers of random sequences to study eukaryotic cis regulation in vivo is 
compelling because it could readily produce data at a large enough scale to learn complex 
models of gene regulation. However, one would first need to demonstrate that random 
DNA can indeed drive reproducible expression levels, at a sufficient dynamic range, and 
is indeed sufficient to uncover the rules of regulation. 
Here, we develop the Gigantic Parallel Reporter Assay (GPRA) to measure the 
expression level associated with each of tens or hundreds of millions of random DNA 
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sequences per experiment, and use these to learn models of cis-regulatory logic. We 
demonstrate that random sequences include abundant functional TFBSs, which, when 
included in a promoter-like context, direct diverse expression levels. We measure the 
expression levels driven by ~100 million synthetic yeast promoters, in three growth 
conditions. Using this data, we learned biochemically-inspired quantitative gene 
expression “billboard” models, which assume that TFs act independently and that the 
positions and orientations of TFBSs are irrelevant. These models successfully predicted 
known and novel chromatin-opening TFs, correctly determined DNA accessibility, and 
improved our knowledge of the DNA binding specificities of many TFs. Remarkably, 
these models explained nearly 93% of the variation in gene expression in random 
sequences, but only ~16% of native yeast genes, suggesting a large role for more 
complex (non-billboard) regulatory mechanisms. Analyzing the residual 7% of 
expression data that remained unexplained by the billboard models, we find that position, 
orientation, and helical face preferences are widespread among yeast TFs. Our approach 
enables cheap, precise, and accurate measurements of regulatory element libraries, 
providing the “big data” needed to learn much more complex modes of cis-regulatory 
logic. 

Results 

Random sequence contains abundant TFBSs 
To estimate the prevalence of yeast TFBSs in DNA randomly sampled from the four 
bases (hereafter referred to as “random DNA”), we calculated their expected frequency 
using the information contents (IC) of their motifs (Methods). Consistent with previous 
models (15), TF motifs are expected to occur very frequently in random DNA (Figure 
1B). For instance, the yeast Reb1 motif has a relatively high IC (14.59) and is predicted 
to occur once every 12,000 bp in random DNA. More generally, 58% of motifs are 
expected to occur at least once every 1,000 bp and 92% to occur at least once every 
100,000 bp. Thus, in a library of 107 promoter sequences, each with a different 80 bp 
random oligonucleotide (as we create below), we expect, on average, that at least 90% of 
yeast TFs will have over 10,000 distinct instances of their respective TFBSs included, 
and most yeast TFs will have far more TFBSs instances (Figure 1B). Consequently, a 
random 80 bp section of DNA is expected to have about 138 yeast TFBS instances, 
comprised of partly overlapping sites for ~68 distinct factors. As a result, any such 
random oligonucleotide cloned into a regulatory (i.e., promoter scaffold) context is likely 
to contain many potential yeast TFBSs by chance alone.  

Random DNA yields diverse expression levels 
We hypothesized that a library of random DNA, each sequence containing a random 
assortment of TFBSs, will be associated with diverse expression levels. To test this 
hypothesis, we designed a system to robustly quantify promoter activity (Methods, 
Figure 1A). Using a previously described episomal dual reporter system (6) expressing 
RFP and YFP, we cloned a random 80 bp oligonucleotide into a promoter scaffold 
sequence regulating YFP, whereas RFP is under the control of a constitutive TEF2 
promoter. We measured normalized expression levels as log(YFP/RFP) using flow 
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cytometry; this controls for sources of extrinsic noise, such as variation in plasmid copy 
number and cell size, similar to previously used strategies (16-18).  

We created ten synthetic promoter scaffolds and one based on a native promoter 
sequence (the ANP1 promoter) that each included 50-80 bp of constant sequence on 
either side of a cloning site into which we inserted 80 bp of random DNA (Figure 1C 
and Figure S1, Methods). Each tested library had a complexity of at least 105 different 
sequences. To allow TFs to access the random DNA, we designed the synthetic promoter 
scaffolds to prevent nucleosome formation with either nucleosome disfavoring sites 
(poly-dA:dT tracts) (19, 20) or binding sites for the General Regulatory Factors (Abf1, 
Reb1, Rap1) (21-23), and sometimes with a TATA box (Figure 1C, Figure S1). In each 
core promoter, the random 80 base pair oligonucleotide occupied the region from about –
170 to –90, relative to the TSS.   

In all instances, the random 80-mer libraries yielded diverse expression levels when 
measured by flow cytometry, and individual promoter clones from each library yielded 
distinct expression levels that fall within the range of the corresponding library (Figure 
1C and Figure S1). Each promoter scaffold had some specific characteristics. The 
libraries containing an upstream poly-T sequence or Abf1 binding site spanned a ~50-
fold range of expression levels, with a nearly uniform expression distribution. This 
indicates that random DNA contains functional TFBSs that modulate gene expression. 
Conversely, libraries based on the native pANP1 scaffold or on the synthetic scaffolds 
containing Rap1 or Reb1 sites were constitutively active, with the random DNA 
modulating the specific expression level (Figure S1). This suggests that the TFBSs 
present in these promoter scaffolds induce expression and dominate the transcriptional 
outcome, which the random 80-mers further modulate.  

High-throughput reproducible quantification of promoter activity 
We next designed a system to readily and robustly assay the regulatory activity of tens of 
millions of random sequences in a single experiment (Figure 2A, Methods). We created 
very diverse libraries of random promoters (~108), transformed them into yeast, and 
sorted the cells by the log(YFP:RFP) ratio into 18 bins of equal intervals. We regrew the 
yeast from each bin, and measured their expression distributions by flow cytometry, 
observing excellent reproducibility (Figure 2B, Methods). We sequenced the promoter 
libraries derived from each bin and collapsed related sequences that likely arose from 
errors in library amplification or sequencing (Methods). Because the complexity of each 
promoter library (>108) was greater than the number of sorted cells (<108), many 
promoters will appear in only one bin, often representing a single observation of a single 
cell containing that promoter and thus yielding a discrete expression level. For those that 
appear in more than one bin (~22% of promoters), expression level is estimated as the 
weighted average of bins in which the promoter was observed.  
We applied this strategy to the two promoter libraries (each complexity > 108) with the 
most diverse expression (Figure 1C, Figure S1) containing a random 80-mer with either: 
(1) an upstream poly-T sequence and downstream poly-A sequence (pTpA); or (2) an 
upstream Abf1 site and a downstream TATA box (Abf1TATA). We tested both libraries 
in glucose and the pTpA library also in galactose and glycerol, with 15-31 million 
sequenced promoters per experiment (<30% of the cells sorted; <21% of the theoretical 
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number of promoters present in the libraries). Each library was sequenced to a depth of 
50-155 million reads and did not reach saturation (Figure S2A); many promoters were 
observed from a single read. For example, the pTpA+glucose experiment was sequenced 
with 155 million reads, yielding 31 million promoters, but doubling the number of reads 
is projected to only have yielded a further 8.5 million promoters (30%; Figure S2A). 
Altogether, we measured the expression output of nearly 100,000,000 promoters. 

Learning a billboard model of TF action  
We formulated a computational model of cis-regulatory logic that takes as input DNA 
sequence and predicts expression level (Figure 2C). Our approach focused on the simple 
“billboard” model of TF regulation that stipulates that gene expression is a function of the 
total amount of TF binding (24), irrespective of the absolute or relative position or 
orientation of individual TFBSs and assuming no TF-TF interactions. The expression 
output is the sum of the predicted binding of each TF, weighted by its effect on 
transcriptional output (Figure 2D), and therefore assumes that TFs work independently 
and additively. We learned three parameters per TF: cellular concentration of active 
protein (which determines the amount of binding), the ability to potentiate activity of 
other factors (e.g. by chromatin opening), and transcriptional modulation. Framing the 
model in this way potentially captures two important aspects of cis-regulation: (1) 
chromatin can block TFs from binding, and (2) some TFs can open chromatin and allow 
other TFs to bind (potentiation).  

To learn the model (Figure 2C), we first scan the DNA sequences of each promoter 
(DNAP) with position weight matrices (PWMs) (25), given for each yeast TF (PWMTF), 
revealing potential binding sites and providing an estimate for the dissociation constant 
(Kd) for each site. We consider all TFBSs, such that weak sites can also be influential, 
creating an affinity landscape for each TF across the region (26). The predicted 
occupancy of each TFBS is determined by the learned TF-specific concentration 
parameters (ConcentrationTF), providing an initial estimate of TF occupancy of each 
promoter that does not yet consider chromatin state (RawBindingTF,P). We learn TF-
specific parameters for how much each TF can modulate the binding of other TFs 
(PotentiationTF), which we assume is primarily driven by chromatin opening, since a 
promoter must be accessible for TFs to bind (27). Using the learned potentiation 
parameters, we estimate the probability that each promoter is accessible to TF binding 
(OpennessP) and scale the initial occupancy estimates by this value, yielding the amount 
of binding of each TF to each promoter (BindingTF,B). Thus, the model learns which TFs 
may, for example, open and close chromatin by their ability to potentiate the activity of 
other TFs (i.e., TFBSs for TFs that affect transcription, but cannot open chromatin, only 
have an effect when “potentiated” by another factor, presumably by opening chromatin 
and allowing binding). We calculate each TF’s contribution to expression as the amount 
of binding for each TF multiplied by a TF-specific activity parameter, which can be 
either positive, for activation, or negative, for repression. To calculate expression, we 
sum the individual contributions to expression from each TF (Figure 2D). Once these 
parameters are learned, we also allow the model to optimize the PWMs representing the 
TF binding specificities and finally add a saturation parameter that bounds the maximal 
effect a TF can have on expression (Methods and below). 
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We learned a separate model for each of the four high-complexity promoter datasets: 
pTpA in glucose, galactose, and glycerol, and Abf1TATA in glucose, withholding, in 
each case, 500,000 promoters (1.5 – 3% of each library) from the training process to 
serve as initial test data. Performance on the withheld data ranged from 59.1% to 71.7% 
(Pearson r2). However, as we show next, this vastly underestimates model performance, 
likely due to the substantial experimental noise in the measurement of these test 
promoters (~24%, per estimate below), many of which are derived from a single 
observation of a single cell.  

The model explains >92% of expression in random DNA, but only 16% in yeast 
DNA 
Testing on independent, high quality data, the models predict >90% of the variation in 
expression in the same biological condition, and >80% of the variance even when testing 
on a different biological condition. To generate high quality test data, we assayed an 
independent pTpA library of limited complexity (~100,000) in glucose, sorted it into 
bins, and estimated the mean expression of only those ~10,000 promoters that had 
sufficient coverage (>100 reads each) (Methods). All models performed very well on this 
data, with the highest predictive value for the pTpA+glucose model (r2 = 0.922, Figure 
2E). The galactose- and glycerol-trained pTpA models performed nearly as well as the 
glucose-trained model on this glucose test data (r2 = 0.896 and 0.836, respectively), 
indicating that the primary contributors to gene expression in the context of random DNA 
sequence are not regulated by carbon source. A different promoter context led to weaker 
predictions: the Abf1TATA+glucose model had a lower predictive power (r2 = 0.776, 
Spearman ρ2 = 0.832) and a sigmoidal relation with the observed test data (Figure S2B). 
The models also predicted correctly which promoters are not expressed: although we 
sorted cells into each of the 18 bins, the lowest mean expression of the high-quality test 
data corresponds to bin 3, and, consistently, the models’ predictions were no lower than 
expression bin 4. Overall, a remarkably high proportion of the variance in expression of 
random promoters is explained by a billboard model. 
We also compared the models’ predictions to published expression measurements from 
another reporter system that used specific designed promoters based on modifications of 
native ones (6). Because this test data was measured in SC-Ura+Gal without most amino 
acids, we used the pTpA+galactose model (including TF activity saturation parameters; 
see below). There are many differences in the test system (Methods), including the core 
promoter sequence (pHIS3), the use of modified native promoters, and its design to test 
promoter features explicitly not captured by the billboard model, such as TFBS position, 
orientation, and relative arrangement. Nevertheless, our model predicted expression 
variation well within promoter contexts that share a common basal promoter sequence 
and test a similar variable (Figure S2C). Conversely, the model could not predict 
expression variation between promoter contexts (r2 = 0.01) or when the variation focused 
on the organization of TFBSs (Figure S2C), which are not captured by a “billboard” 
model. Thus, these modified native promoter sequences contain features that overwhelm 
our model’s ability to predict expression across promoter contexts, but, once these 
features are held constant, it can predict differences within a given context.   
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When using our models to predict expression from all native yeast promoters (Methods), 
they explain only up to 16% of variance in either mRNA synthesis (28) (Figure 2F,G) or 
RNA-seq levels (29) (data not shown). Several factors may contribute to this 
performance, including that our model is trained on short (80 bp) sequences compared to 
the longer yeast promoters (Discussion), and that the billboard model does not account 
for TF-TF interactions and position/orientation effects. Nonetheless, these models are 
useful for learning the relevant biochemical activities of each TF, as we show next. 

The model accurately captures biochemical activities of TFs 
We next assessed each of the key parameters and features learned by the models: (1) 
which TFs are activators and repressors; (2) which TFs can open chromatin; (3) DNA 
accessibility; and (4) refinement of TF binding motifs. Overall, the parameters learned 
are remarkably concordant between the models, with few notable exceptions, which 
correctly highlight biological distinctions in regulation across conditions.  
In all four models, TFs annotated as activators were predicted to have positive 
potentiation scores (e.g., may open chromatin) and TFs annotated as repressors had 
negative potentiation scores (e.g., may close it) (Methods; hypergeometric P-value: 10-3 

to  2x10-5; fig S3A), consistent with open chromatin being more active. The models 
predicted that, of all TFs, most opened rather than closed chromatin (i.e., had positive 
potentiation scores; 64-66%) and that most TFs were predicted activators rather than 
repressors (53-55%), although most TFs in all four experiments were predicted to have 
very little activity, consistent with many TFs being inactive in rich media (30). The 
model-predicted activity for each TF only weakly agreed with known activator/repressor 
status for models trained on glucose data (Figure S3B; hypergeometric P-values: 0.02 
and 0.04), while there was no association for either galactose (P=0.34) or glycerol 
(P=0.79). This could reflect environment-specific activity of TFs and the ascertainment 
bias for TFs in glucose (the most common carbon source used to study yeast).  

All models correctly identified factors known to open chromatin and predicted additional 
condition-specific chromatin-opening factors. The General Regulatory Factors (GRFs; 
Abf1, Reb1, and Rap1), which have known nucleosome displacing activity (21-23), were 
predicted by all models to open chromatin (positive potentiation scores) in all conditions 
tested (Figure 3A,B). In addition, only in galactose, the galactose-specific regulator Gal4 
was correctly (31, 32) predicted to open chromatin (Figure 3A). TFs predicted to open 
chromatin only in glycerol included Hap4, Stb4, Cat8, Tec1, and Tye7 (Figure 3B). 
There is strong support for these predictions: Hap4 was previously described as a global 
regulator of non-fermentative media like glycerol (33); Cat8 activates gluconeogenic 
genes in ethanol and during the diauxic shift (34, 35) and Tye7 regulates glycolysis (36), 
which are the two endpoints of glycerol metabolism (37); Tec1 is known to regulate 
pseudohyphal growth (38, 39), which occurs constitutively in glycerol (40); and although 
little is known about Stb4, its motif occurs preferentially in promoters of genes annotated 
for  “oxidoreductase activity” (25), consistent with a role in using non-fermentable 
carbon sources.  
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The model correctly predicts accessibility in the libraries and in the yeast genome 
There was a good correspondence between the model’s predicted occupancy and the 
occupancy we experimentally measured by MNase-seq. We quantified enrichment of 
promoter sequences from limited-complexity subsets of the pTpA library among 
nucleosome-sized DNA fragments that were protected from MNase digestion, and 
compared this to model predicted accessibility (Methods). The correlation between 
model predictions and individual experiments (Spearman ρ = 0.54-0.55; Figure 3C and 
Figure S3E) was similar to that between experimental replicates for pTpA promoters 
(Figure 3C), and was even higher when comparing to the average occupancy across 
experimental replicates (Spearman ρ = 0.80 and 0.67; Figure S3F).   
The pattern of nucleosome accessibility predicted by applying the models to the yeast 
genome also agrees well with previously measured endogenous nucleosome occupancy in 
yeast (Figure 3D). Specifically, we compared a predicted averaged meta-gene profile of 
chromatin openness by our model’s predictions across all yeast promoters to meta-gene 
profiles from DNase I-seq (41) or in vivo nucleosome occupancy (42) (Figure 3D, 
Methods). The model accurately predicts the nucleosome free region and -1 and +1 
nucleosomes, and even (weakly) predicts the array of nucleosomes within the first part of 
the gene body, indicating that this nucleosomal array is partly encoded in the DNA 
sequence, and read by TFs. This indicates that the models correctly learned aspects of 
how certain TFs regulate chromatin structure, even though they were trained to predict 
gene expression and were provided no prior information about chromatin state. 

The model substantially refined TF binding motifs  
The model is allowed to optimize the position weight matrices (PWMs) describing TF 
specificities (including by introducing additional bases of specificity), and doing so 
improved the predictive power (r2) of the models by 9-12 percentage points. Although in 
principle, the motifs could be altered to the point where they no longer represented the 
original TFBS, this was not generally the case: most motifs either (1) closely resemble 
the original ones, or (2) were not useful and so the PWMs were degraded to neutrality, 
such that they no longer specifically recognize any distinct sequence. The four models 
often made the same changes to the motif, suggesting that the revised motif may more 
faithfully represent the true specificity of the factor (Figure 3E).  
Many of the refined motifs performed better than the original ones at the independent 
tasks of predicting which targets are bound by the cognate TF in the yeast genome by 
ChIP (43) and which yeast genes would change in expression when the cognate TF is 
perturbed (44) (Figure 3F, Figure S3C,D, Methods). While many motifs were 
indistinguishable from the originals (Figure 3F), of those that differed, the model-
refinement improved the majority of motifs. For ChIP data, over twice as many motifs 
had improved as had worsened, even though many of the original motifs were learned 
from the same ChIP data (25). This suggests that the refined motifs often more closely 
represent their cognate TF specificities.  

The activity of most TFs is proportional to their binding 
We tested whether each TF’s activity is directly proportional to its binding, as assumed 
by the model (Figure 2D). We considered the relationship between predicted TF binding 
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and the measured expression level or the residual expression level (actual expression 
minus expression predicted by the model; Figure 4A; Methods). If a TF’s activity is 
correctly captured by the model, there should not be a lingering relationship with the 
residual because the model correctly incorporated the TF’s effect on expression (Figure 
4A, left). Alternatively, if a TF’s activity is not faithfully represented by the model, a 
lingering relationship will exist (Figure 4A, right), and will be reflected as a non-zero 
slope for the line of best fit between predicted binding and residual expression level.  
The activity of the vast majority of TFs was directly proportional to their binding (Figure 
4B), with the GRFs being notable exceptions, which had a strong negative relationship 
between binding strength and residual expression (Abf1, Reb1, and Rap1; Figure 4B, 
Figure S4A; Gal4 in galactose, Figure S4C). This reflects saturation in the impact of the 
factor’s binding on expression (Figure S4B,C) (Although all these factors are 
nucleosome displacing factors, other displacing factors, such as Rsc3 (Figure S4D) or 
Hap4 in glycerol (Figure S4E) did not share this behavior.) When we allowed the model 
to learn a saturation parameter on a TFs’ activity (Methods), the activity of the GRFs 
was predicted to saturate at relatively low occupancies (4%, 5%, and 11% for Abf1, 
Rap1, and Reb1), and the model’s predictive power improved by only 0.6% (on the high-
quality test pTpA+glucose data), but the residual relationship was eliminated. Since 
strong binding sites may be more likely to occur in vivo than in random sequence, this is 
an important addition to the model. 

CGG-related motifs explain 57% of variation in expression in random DNA 
Examining the effect of each TF motif across the libraries (considering both the number 
of promoters affected, and the effect size in each case; Methods), many monomeric 
motifs for zinc cluster TFs (CGG and related) had a large potentiation impact (e.g., 
WAR1 in Figure 3A,B; Figure S5A). Zinc cluster TFs are generally thought to bind as 
dimers (45), but our result highlighted a monomeric motif. To assess the specific impact 
of these monomeric motifs, we learned a model whose input motif features included only 
the zinc cluster monomeric consensus (CGG/CCG) and its one base pair variants, which 
were held constant, without further optimization. The resulting model explained 57% of 
the variance in expression of the high-quality pTpA glucose test data (Figure 5A,B). By 
several tests (Methods), this is unlikely to merely reflect lower-order features, such as 
G+C-content or dinucleotide frequencies (Figure S5B). The large impact of these motifs 
is likely attributed in part to their high frequency: CGG is expected to occur 
approximately once every 32 bases in random DNA (50% G+C), and every 73 bases in 
the yeast genome (38% G+C). The activity of these CGG-variants could be due to either 
one or a few TFs binding the monomeric motifs, or the combined action of many TFs.  
Further analysis suggests the paralogs Rsc3 and Rsc30 may be the main binders to these 
sites. To rank candidates among all zinc cluster TFs, we built models that predicted in 
vitro TF binding using protein binding microarray (PBM) data (46, 47) for each such TF 
by the occurrence of CGG-variant motifs in PBM probes (Methods), and then compared 
the CGG-variant weights for in vitro binding to those learned by our CGG-variant gene 
expression model (Methods). The highest correlation was for Rsc3 and Rsc30 (Figure 
5C-E), whose binding in the PBM assay was also best explained by CGG-variants. Rsc3 
and Rsc30 are part of the RSC chromatin remodeler, bind CG repeats (48) (like the 
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second ranking CGG-variant; Figure 5B), open chromatin (48), and RSC3 is essential 
(49). Thus, ~57% of the variation in expression from random sequence promoters may be 
due to Rsc3/Rsc30 binding, although we cannot fully rule out contributions from other 
factors.   

Widespread position, orientation, and helical face preferences  
Some regulatory mechanisms, including the effects of motif position and orientation are 
present in random DNA at some frequency, but are not captured by our billboard model. 
Even if motifs at specific positions of the promoter are relatively rare in random DNA, 
(and thus the billboard model fits the data well overall), there could still be a sufficient 
number of instances in our large dataset from which to study these mechanisms. We 
reasoned that the residuals, after the fit by the billboard model, should highlight these 
effects, since most of the variance attributable to other (possibly confounding) factors has 
been eliminated. To identify such effects, for each TF, we identified all promoters that 
contained a cognate TFBS predicted to be bound at least 5% of the time (Methods), 
partitioned these promoters into bins by the TFBS position and orientation, and examined 
the distribution of expression residuals for promoters with the TFBS at each position and 
orientation bin (Figure 6A). Finally, we clustered the median residuals for all TFs at 
every position within the promoter and for both orientations (Figure 6B). We focused the 
analysis on the pTpA glucose dataset, where we had the largest number of promoters. 
We found evidence for strong position and strand preferences (Figure 6B), as well as for 
helical face preference (Figure S6). Many TFBSs are associated with a higher-than-
expected expression level when the TFBS is distal within the promoter (e.g., ABF1, 
PHD1, RSC3). Many others are strand-specific in their activity, often with a lower-than-
expected activity distally, but for only one motif orientation (e.g., AZF1). Some TFBSs 
showed strong periodicity along the length of the promoter (e.g., MCM1, PHD1, RSC3). 
We hypothesized these could reflect preference for a DNA helical face. To test this, we 
first removed large-scale preferences using loess regression, leaving only short-scale 
trends (Figure S6), and calculated the Spearman correlation to a 10.5 bp sine wave 
(Methods). The correlations were significantly higher than with randomized data (Figure 
6C, rank sum p<2x10-16; AUROC=0.82), suggesting that helical face preferences are 
commonplace.  
The observed helical preference (periodicity) in TF activity tends to be proximal to the 
TSS (downstream of -150, relative the TSS), while the region that is most active when 
TFBSs are included is distal within the promoter (upstream of -150, relative to the TSS). 
Interestingly, 150 bp is the approximate persistence length of dsDNA (50), and so this 
could indicate physical constraints of the promoter sequence, where a TF bound close to 
the TSS can only contact the transcriptional pre-initiation complex when bound to a 
particular helical face. Conversely, after a distance of ~150 bp, the DNA is flexible 
enough that TFs can regulate transcription efficiently regardless of the helical face on 
which they bind. 
One notable exception to the proximal periodicity preference is the poly-A motif, 
recognized by the chromatin remodeler RSC (51, 52), which has a higher activity when 
minus strand motifs (i.e., poly-Ts) are located distally within the promoter and when plus 
strand motifs (i.e., poly-As) are proximal (Figure 6B, bottom left – green curve). Only 
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the distal poly-T motifs (-170 to -130) have a strong periodicity in activity (Figure 6B, 
bottom left – blue curve). These preferences are consistent with the proximal poly-A 
positioning the -1 nucleosome (and hence having little helical preference in our 
expression assay) and the distal poly-T positioning the +1 nucleosome (which may affect 
the transcriptional pre-initiation complex) (53). 

Discussion 
Here, we used a massive-throughput approach to measure the expression output of nearly 
100 million sequences, a radically different scale than prior studies, relying on random 
DNA. Through a regulatory “billboard” model, we explained the vast majority of 
expression variance of random DNA, helped refine TFBSs, correctly predicted chromatin 
organization, and identified factors that can remodel chromatin, including condition-
specific regulators. By analysis of the model’s residuals we also uncovered regulatory 
features present in the data – but not captured in a “billboard” model – including strand, 
orientation and helical face preferences.  
Random DNA has several key advantages for the study of cis-regulatory logic. The ease 
of generating very large libraries allows measurements of unprecedented scale, important 
for learning complex models from many independent examples of TFBSs in a variety of 
contexts and of diverse binding strengths. Conversely, the traditional approach of 
introducing the feature for study into a common background sequence can inadvertently 
affect binding sites for other TFs that partly overlap the one studied; indeed, such 
fortuitous introduction or destruction of secondary TFBSs is highly likely in designed 
studies.  
Since our billboard model explained the vast majority (93%) of the expression variance 
of random sequence, it provided strong support for the hypothesis that many weak sites 
can impact transcription additively (strong sites are less likely to occur in random DNA). 
The activities of most individual TFs were fit well by having a single parameter for their 
effect on transcription and a second for their effect on chromatin. The major exceptions 
to this were the GRFs, whose activity saturated, potentially reflecting the way in which 
they open chromatin (21-23, 31, 32, 54), since once the chromatin is open in all cells at 
all times, it cannot be opened further. While we aimed to capture specific biochemistry 
by including TF potentiation scores (which we generally have interpreted as chromatin 
opening), the TF activity scores learned by the model do not correspond to specific 
biochemical processes. There are many pathways through which TFs can affect 
transcription (55) and it is likely that incorporating these into future models will help 
glean further insights. 

The prevalence of functional TFBSs in random DNA and its demonstrated ability to 
modulate gene expression has implications for the ways in which genes evolve. When a 
new gene is created by a mechanism like retroposition of an existing gene, the regulatory 
program, encoded by the DNA, must arise de novo. In bacteria, where there are no 
nucleosomes, random sequences have been shown to yield functioning promoters about 
10% of the time (14). Here, we show that yeast promoter sequences also occur very 
frequently by chance: over 80% of promoter sequences appeared to be at least minimally 
active in glucose, in the context of the pTpA promoter scaffold. Therefore, it may not be 
difficult to evolve basal gene regulatory sequences from previously non-regulatory DNA 
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when a new gene is formed. Creating new enhancers in mammals may be similarly likely 
since mammalian TFs have, on average, even less specificity than those of yeast (15). 
This is also consistent with the observed fast evolutionary turnover of regulatory DNA, 
while overall expression programs are conserved (56). According to this hypothesis, 
newborn evolutionarily naive sequences will be primarily comprised of many weak 
TFBSs that have a comparatively weak effect on expression, potentially dominated by 
constitutive TFs with low specificity, like we show for Rsc3/30. Over evolutionary time, 
further mutations can optimize the specificity and effect of these new regulatory 
sequences. 
Several known features of gene regulation were not incorporated in our modeling 
framework. We represented TFBSs by traditional position weight matrices, which assume 
independence between adjacent positions of the motif, and did not consider possible 
contributions from DNA shape features (e.g. (57, 58)). We also did not allow a TF to 
simultaneously act as an activator and repressor in the same condition. Thus, our results 
suggest that cases where a TF has seemingly different functions in different contexts 
result from interactions with other factors that alter, block, or render redundant the 
activity of the TF (59-61). Since binding sites for individual TFs are common in our 
dataset and only 7% of the data remain unexplained by the model, it is unlikely that these 
regulatory mechanisms contribute significantly to expression level in the context of 
independent TF action. 

In contrast to the billboard model’s successful predictions in random DNA, it explained 
less than 16% of the mRNA synthesis rates of native genes from their promoter 
sequences. We consider three possible reasons for the discrepancy. First, there are 
substantial limitations in the experimental techniques used to infer RNA synthesis rates, 
and different techniques for measuring mRNA decay rates (used to infer synthesis rates) 
correlate very poorly (r ranges from -0.14 to 0.56) (62). Second, we only analyzed a 
portion of the promoter (from -170 to -90, relative to the TSS), and our model did not 
capture contributions to expression from the proximal promoter and upstream (distal) 
activating sequences. Third, the billboard model does not capture certain features that 
might particularly affect endogenous gene regulation, as these sequences have been 
selected by evolution. These include genomic context (63-65), which is held constant in 
our promoter assay, TF-TF interactions (61), which are expected to occur comparatively 
infrequently in random DNA (and so have little impact on model performance), and 
TFBS position and orientation preferences (6). Indeed, position and orientation-specific 
activity were commonplace according to our analysis of residuals.  
In using GPRA, researchers will have to consider the scale needed for their question of 
interest. First, signal-to-noise increases as data quantity increases, but in a manner that 
depends on each TFBS’s frequency (e.g., Figure 1B). Second, some parameters can be 
learned with relatively little data: in particular, activity and potentiation parameters 
converge in models within the first 10% of the data. Conversely, an increase in data is 
important for learning motifs and for finding position and orientation-specific activities. 
As noted above, since pairs of TFBSs are inherently rare in random DNA, learning all 
possible TF-TF interactions with GPRA, especially when considering competition (where 
both binding sites must be high-affinity), will require much bigger datasets. Such truly 
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“big data” will allow learning more elaborate models to address all facets of gene 
regulation. 
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Figures 
Figure 1. GPRA. (A) Overview. From top: A library of random DNA sequences (N80 
here, blue) is inserted within a promoter scaffold (orange) in front of a reporter (yellow 
arrow). By chance, the random sequences include many instances of TFBSs (purple). 
When grown in yeast, the library would yield a broad distribution of expression levels 
(grey, bottom) as measured by flow cytometry, whereas each promoter clone would have 
a distinctive expression distribution (red, orange, yellow). (B) TFBSs are common in 
random DNA. Shown is the cumulative distribution function (CDF; black) and density 
(purple) of the expected frequency of yeast TF motifs in random DNA. The expected 
number of TFBSs in a library of 107 random 80 bp promoters corresponding to each 
frequency is also indicated on the x axis. (C) Random DNA yields diverse expression 
levels. For each promoter scaffold (right) shown are the expression distributions 
measured by flow cytometry (left) for the entire library (gray filled curves) and for a few 
selected clones, each from a different single promoter from the library (colored line 
curves).  
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Figure 2. Learning an expression model from a GPRA of 108 random promoters. 
(A) Experimental strategy. Yeast GPRA library is sorted into 18 bins by the YFP/RFP 
ratio of the reporter (top) and the GPRA promoters in each bin are sequenced. (B) 
Reproducibility of expression levels. Shown are the expression distributions 
(log2(YFP/RFP)) for cells from each bin after sorting as in (A) (color code, top) which 
were regrown, and reassayed by flow cytometry. Expression distribution maintains the 
initial bin ranking, showing reproducibility. (C) Computational “billboard” model. Model 
relates observed promoter DNA sequence (DNAp) to expression (Expressionp) based on 
TF binding and activity. TF motifs (PWMTF) are provided as input to the model, but can 
later be refined (Methods) and are used to calculate Kds for each potential TFBSs. Three 
parameters are learned per TF (orange): ConcentrationTF determines the amount of 
binding to each TFBS given its Kd, PotentiationTF captures each TF’s ability to 
open/close chromatin, and ActivityTF captures how each TF impacts transcription. Latent 
variables (blue) are calculated directly from the inputs and learned parameters. (D) Model 
of TF activation. The model assumes linear activation of TFs, so an increase in binding of 
a TF (Bindingx,p) results in a proportional change in expression (ELp), scaled by the 
activity of that factor (Actx). (E) The model accurately predicts the expression from new 
random DNA promoter sequences. Scatter plots show actual expression level (y-axis) for 
high-quality test data in the pTpA promoter scaffold grown in glucose vs. the predicted 
expression of the sequences by the pTpA+Glu model (x axis). (F,G) Weaker predictions 
of endogenous mRNA synthesis rates. Scatter plots shows inferred mRNA synthesis rates 
of yeast promoters (from (28)) (y axis) vs. the predicted expression of those promoters by 
the pTpA+Glu model (F) and the Abf1TATA model (G). Red lines: GAM lines of best fit 
(Methods). 
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Figure 3. Billboard models learn biochemical activities of TFs. (A,B) Prediction of 
chromatin opening ability. Shown is the predicted chromatin opening ability for each TF 
(dot) for pTpA models trained in glucose (x axis) vs. either galactose (A) or glycerol (B) 
(y axis). The GRFs, with known chromatin opening ability in all conditions, are indicated 
in blue, and known and putative carbon source-specific regulators are marked in red. 
(C,D) Prediction of chromatin accessibility. (C) Heatmap shows the pairwise Spearman 
correlations (color) between model-predicted nucleosome occupancy (1- predicted 
accessibility), and in vivo nucleosome occupancy measured by MNase (four 
replicates/conditions). (D) Metagene profile surrounding the TSS, based on in vivo 
nucleosome occupancy (Zhang (42)), DNase I hypersensitivity (representing 
accessibility; Hesselberth (41)), and model-predicted accessibility for each of the four 
billboard models. Each dataset is scaled. +1 and -1 nucleosome positions, and promoter 
Nucleosome Free Region (NFR) are indicated. (E,F) TFBS motif refinement by the 
model. (E) Similar refinement in independent models. Comparison of the original TFBS 
motif (top) and model-refined motifs from each of the four models for two example 
motifs. (F) Motif refinement improves experimental predictions. The number of TFBS 
motifs (y axis) for which the model-refined motif predicted gene expression changes (TF 
mutant, top) or TF binding (ChIP, bottom) better (red), worse (green), or equally well 
(blue) as the original motif, for each of the four models (x axis). 
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Figure 4. Only GRFs show nonlinear transcriptional activity. (A) Lingering 
expression relationships for well- and poorly-fit TFs. Shown are simulated relationships 
between predicted TF binding (x axis) and measured expression level (top, y axis) or 
residual expression level not explained by the model fit (bottom, y axis) for an example 
TF that is fit well (left) and another that is fit poorly (right). Blue: the true relationship 
between TF binding and expression; red: the model’s learned linear fit; purple: 
Generalized Additive Model (GAM) line of best fit to residual and its slope. (B) Most 
TFs binding is captured well, with the notable exception of the GRFs. Distribution of 
maximal absolute slopes for the GAM lines of best fit between TF binding vs. residual 
expression (as in (A), bottom, purple curves) for the TFs in the pTpA+glucose model. 
The three GRFs have particularly poor fits.  
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Figure 5. Rsc3/30 explain much of the variation in expression in random sequence. 
(A) A billboard model with only CGG variants explains a large portion of the variation in 
expression. Shown are measured expression levels (y axis) for each random sequence in 
the high-quality pTpA test data vs. the corresponding predictions (x axis) for these 
sequences based on a billboard model that can use only the consensus zinc cluster 
monomeric motif (CGG) and its 1 bp variants as motif features. (B) Potentiation and 
activity scores for CGG-variant motifs. Shown are the potentiation (y axis) and activity (x 
axis) scores for each of the CGG variants, learned by the CGG-variant model. (C-E) The 
role of Rsc3/30 is supported by comparison to protein binding microarrays (PBMs). (C) 
Predicting Rsc3 in vitro DNA binding only from CGG-variant motif abundance in DNA. 
Shown is the measured binding of RSC3 to different sequences in a PBM (y axis), vs. the 
model-predicted binding for a linear model trained on the same data, including only the 
abundance of CGG variants within each PBM probe as features (Pearson r = 0.78). (D) 
Agreement between model-predicted activity and Rsc3 in vitro binding weights. Shown 
is a comparison between the CGG-variant model’s feature weights (as in B; x axis) for 
activity (blue) and potentiation (green), and the DNA binding weights learned for each 
CGG variant by a model trained to predict in vitro Rsc3 binding using only these CGG 
variants (y-axis) (the model as in the x axis of C). Pearson r = 0.87 and 0.96 for activity 
and potentiation, respectively. (E) Rsc3/30 best explain the activity of CGG-variants. 
CDFs show, for all zinc cluster TFs with PBM data in UniPROBE (46), the Pearson 
correlation coefficient r (x axis) for how well binding can be explained by CGG variants 
(as in C, red), and how well in vitro CGG-variant binding weights match activity (blue) 
and potentiation (green) scores (as in D) performed for each TF. Rsc3 and Rsc30 are 
marked within each distribution.  
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Figure 6. Position, orientation, and helical face preferences among yeast TFs. (A) 
Identifying position and orientation-specific activities for TFs. A subset of promoters is 
identified by a specific TFBS at a specific position (horizontal arrows, top). The residuals 
from the model fit are calculated separately when the motif is on the plus or minus strand, 
and their medians are determined. (B) Motif position and orientation effects on 
expression. Left: The median residual (y axis, units are expressed in expression bins) for 
promoters with indicated motifs in each position (x axis) and orientation (green/blue: +/- 
strand). Right: Median residual (color) for each TFBS (rows) at each position (columns) 
for minus (left) and plus (right) strand orientation. (C) Helical face preferences. Shown is 
the distribution of Spearman ρs between a 10.5 bp sine wave with the median residual of 
TFBSs per position (as in Figure S6B) along the minus strand (blue line) and plus strand 
(green line) or with corresponding randomized data (blue and green shaded areas). 
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